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1 Items to Note

Claresholm Rally

Rally Hosting

AGM Minutes

General Info

2015 Event Schedule

2016 Tentative Schedule

Thursday, August 27th
Smoke, smoke and more smoke !!  The Washington State & BC fires were having 
a huge impact on Alberta this week, with daily forecasts predicting it would end 
the next day or two.  Didn’t happen.  The drive to and into Claresholm was 
through a very smoky haze.  The air was THICK!

AGM at Claresholm
Decisions were made for 2016 ... next year’s rallies, sheriff, wagonmaster, 
shirts/jackets, etc.  Read all about it on pages 7 and 8!

Gobblefest at Cochrane 2015
After an email poll of attendance intentions, only 3 coaches replied with a yes.  
The rally has therefore been cancelled.

2016 Rallies
Dates and locations are set for 2016.  Check the schedule on page 9 and mark 
your calendars ... we hope you can try to arrange other events/activities/travels 
around those weekends, and come out with us.

Rally Hosts/Organizers 2016
We need your help!  Give it some thought!  Guidelines/suggestions etc are on 
page 6.

Ron & Lane Kellam arrived the day before, and then during the course of 
Thursday afternoon, were joined by the Lyle and Anne Davidson, Stephen and 
Anne Pick and the trailer, John and Kristine Fraser, Craig and Diane Green and 
Don and Brenda Mackay.

Kellams brought the newly acquired bright red shelter, but we opted to leave it 
in its package as we didn’t need it for escape from either wet or sun, and it 
wouldn’t do a thing for the smoke.  Dinner was a bring-your-own, which we 
enjoyed together.
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A very windy day, but mid 20s in the afternoon ... good kite flying 
conditions on the whole, except for all that smoke.  Ron had a 
couple of new kites and was anxious to give them a trial run.  
More watchers than flyers, but also some interest from the 
watchers in the various styles and types of kites there are.

A few of us got in a couple of rounds of ‘washoes’, ladder golf and 
bocce ball, but couldn’t convince anyone else and then got caught 
up in the kite flying.

Lowered the shelter at one point in the afternoon when the wind 
got to be a bit much, but most of the time, it flapped in the wind 
without too much of an issue ... the guy lines we had put on 
helped with that.

Dragan and Val Vasic arrived during mid-day, followed by Ed 
Bostock, Lorna Steeves and their guests in time for Happy Hour.  
The Appie Night was a huge success as always.

Friday, August 28th
A very small red sun greeted us in the morning through the smoky 
haze.  Coffee, bacon, eggs, hash browns and toast were in the 
works.  A very cold wind came up and it created a bit of a 
challenge for the cooks, but a great breakfast was enjoyed by all, 
despite the wind not taking away any of the smoke.

We got the new shelter unpackaged and set up near the trailer.  It 
should be a welcome addition to our collection of ‘stuff’ ... great 
for those damp days or hot sunny ones.  

Ron got his drone up and flying earlier in the 
day, the software issues having been resolved.  
Some interesting views of the rigs from a 
totally new viewpoint.  With the resolution of 
the camera you can check out if you need to 
get up on your roof to do some caulking!  The 
craft was remarkably stable in the gusting 
winds.  Hardly a stealth vehicle with the 4 
motors running.  It sounds like a bad day at the 
dentist!  Ron is beginning to get quite skilled as 
a pilot and ventured far further afield then he 
had at the Lac Pelletier rally.



Saturday, August 29th
The day dawned bright and sunny ... seemed like ages since we 
saw the sun!  A lovely morning for the ‘boil-in-the-bag omelet’ 
breakfast organized by Ed and Lorna.  There were a few incidents 
of burst omelet bags, but the lion’s share of bags went off without 
a hitch.

Our two dogs were more than happy to help with the required 
cleanup from the burst bag!

After breakfast, it was time for our AGM (the minutes are on page 7), and the 
fashion show by Dragan and Val.  Lane had scouted out some shirts and jackets, but 
was only able to have sample jackets for the meeting (nice detailing on the back of 
the ladies jacket!) — the shirts didn’t arrive in time, but she could have them for 
the Cochrane Rally.  New that the Cochrane rally is cancelled, that option is out, but 
if you are interested in either the jackets or the shirts, give Lane a call.  She can give 
you the specs and pricing on them.

During the afternoon, Bill and Kitty Wong made it out, and the group was 
complete.

It was a very nice day overall ... mid 20s in the afternoon and a bit smoky now and 
then, but fairly sunny —it was so nice not to be in a haze of smoke after all those 
days of it.  Dragan and crew set up the barbecue  and the preparation of the pig 
began.  It roasted away for the afternoon.  It was windy so some of us got in some 
more kite flying while others played ladder golf and washoes.



The pig roasted away for the afternoon.  Around 4 o’clock, the wind started blowing 
and gusting like crazy, and there were a couple of nasty kite crashes and breakages.  
We had to dash and take the shelter down in a big hurry and a huge flurry of flapping 
canvas.  Got it down just in time before the wind and gusts got even worse.  What a 
wild way to end the day!

It was no longer at all nice outside — good thing we had the use of a 
building for our Pig Roast Dinner!!  Dragan and crew took the pig 
into the shelter and took it apart ... a decidedly messy job!  Cleaned 
that up, and the rest of dinner was laid out, and everyone brought 
their dessert contributions and we sat down to the feast.



Sunday, August 30th
The morning got off to a good start ... some scattered clouds as 
the sun came up, but clear overall and no wind.  The wind 
started up again by 9 — in time for the pancakes, sausages and 
eggs breakfast.  By the time everyone was done, the wind was 
wild ... we had to take the shelter down in a huge hurry again!

The majority of the group made their way home 
during the morning, unable to stay and make it a 
long weekend.

A beautiful day for those able to stay.  We got some 
kite flying in again, but the wind was really too wild 
for many of the kites.  We go to Claresholm because 
we can usually count on some wind to fly the kites 
in that great big field, but this year !! ... oh my !!

Dinner was once again a ‘hide-from-the-wind-in-
the-building’ event — an intimate group now of 
Kellams, Mackays, Wongs and Picks.

Monday, August 31st
Wind, wind, and more wind  Breakfast was a very quick affair as the wasps came out in force to try 
and ensure there were no leftovers.

In a bit of a lull in the blasting of the wind, everyone packed up and tried to head out before it got 
going again.  Somewhat successful, but not everyone made it in time!

Another great weekend of fun and fellowship.  The smoke and the wind over the course of the 
weekend made it a very different event from other years where we have been much luckier 
weather-wise.  But! ... we usually hold this rally on the long weekend.  Despite the smoke and wind, 
we actually were very lucky.  The weather on the long weekend was awful in comparison.  Count 
our blessings!??



We need members to host the 2016 rallies.  Take on a weekend, or just a meal!  Or get a group together!  Two of the events 
have been spoken for ... the others are available.

Six events are proposed for 2016 ... locations and dates are chosen (see the schedule in this issue).  For the events we need 
members to simply come up with a meals / event / activity plan (some or all the planning for each).  

You can take on an entire rally, or a part thereof.  Get some ideas together and check in with President Ron as your thoughts 
/ plans come together.

The hosts’ duties can range from simple to all-in.
The basic duties are as follows:
 • select a location and date for the rally (if required ... which it isn’t for 2016)
 • set the basic outline  –  hosted meals, or potluck, or ‘bring your own/eat together’, or ... ?
 • work with Treasurer Anne Davidson, to set the rally budget and fee (breakeven is the plan)
 • give the rally info (location / directions / events / meal plans / fee) to Stephen and Anne to get the sign-up sheets 
  created and sent out
 • book the sites needed (with the assistance of the Wagonmaster ... which again isn’t necessary for 2016)
 • be there to welcome and park the coaches as they arrive
 • if the trailer is needed, make sure Stephen and Anne are coming and bringing it, or make arrangements to pick it up 
  from them and get it to the rally and back to storage

Some other things to consider:
 • activities (crafts, scavenger hunts, golf, sightseeing, games, naps in the sunshine, etc ...)
 • a theme event? ...  ‘Weekend in Mexico’ / ‘Stampede Pancakes and Burgers’ / ‘Weiner Roast’ / ‘Mardi Gras’ / 
  ‘Octoberfest in July’ / ‘Italian Pasta Night’ /etc etc

If you are just organizing a meal, all you need to do is coordinate with the weekend’s rally host regarding timing and budgets 
and what you need from the trailer.

There are always lots of willing volunteers that step forward at a rally to help wherever and however they can ... particularly 
lots of supervisory personnel, beverage of choice in hand, whose input may or may not be helpful ... but their heart is in the 
right place!

Again, you can take on an entire rally or a part thereof ... anything from just choosing / arranging the site, or organizing one 
meal at an event, or arranging some activity at an event.  Team up like the Picks, Kellams and Bostocks did at this year’s event 
in Claresholm and make lighter work for everyone on the team.

We are always looking for venues to hold events, and normally this takes time to organize so will be for the following year.  
Basic location requirements are:  big rig friendly, a shelter in case the weather doesn’t lend itself to outdoor meals, and 
within a two hour drive from Calgary.  However, feel free to stretch the limits and let’s check out some new spots.  Power is a 
‘nice to have’ but not essential in the summer months.  Most members are ‘dust adverse’ so keep the gravel roads to a 
minimum.  Finally, make sure to arrange for sunshine and warm weather on your chosen weekend!



Call to order.

Ron Kellam called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.  16 Members were in attendance.  Ron declared that a quorum was present, and that 

the club membership had been duly advised of the meeting according to the bylaw requirements.

Updates and Support.

Ron brought everyone up to date on the status of members Brenda Mackay, Linda Banister and Ray Herbert, and their challenging situations.  

Brenda was in attendance at the rally, and we witnessed her remarkable recovery and spirit.  Linda is facing a continuing battle with 

infections and surgeries.  Ron read an email he received from Ray, who is now at home after 10 days in hospital following what turned out to 

be significant heart attacks.  The last MRI revealed less damage than was originally feared, he will be checked out again in a month, has a 

regime he must follow, and is puttering at stuff at home ... cleaning silver etc.

Diane Green brought a message from Edith Stephenson, who lost her husband Ken ... they were long time members, and Edith asked Diane to 

say hello and thanks for the messages of support.

President’s Message.

Ron gave a brief recap of the events of his term.

• the trailer maintenance arranged by Ed Bostock

• acquisition of the flat top grill, which Ron reiterates is a truly great grill (thanks to Ed for finding it)

• acquisition of the barbecue (thanks to Stephen for finding it)

• donation of a flag with the logo (Ron admitted he let the club down by not acquiring a flag pole for it yet, but will get one on his next 

trip south)

• new cupboards built and installed in the trailer (thanks Ron! ... had made a huge difference!)

• RV Show new member drive ... nine new members joined through that effort (thanks to everyone who took a shift or many to staff the 

booth)

• acquisition of the super red canopy

• first longer distance rally to Swift Current for their International Kite Festival (Stephen reported the kite festival sent information 

about 

 next year’s festival and asked if we planned to attend)

• Ron thanked Stephen and Anne for their work on the News Drifts

Treasurer’s Report.

Treasurer Anne Davidson presented our financial status for the 2015 season as of June 15, 2015.

 Revenue   $2436.09

 Expenses   $1461.55

 Balance as of today  $4303.90 of which $200 is prepaid membership dues.

A discussion took place re possible expenses.  The balance is as good ast it is partly because of the increase in membership.  We were 

reminded of the decision that we needed to maintain a minimum balance of $2,000 each year to cover recurring expenses.

Stephen requested funds to mail out the name tags to the new members who have not yet attended a rally.  Approved.

Stephen also requested funds to acquire a jack and tire wrench for the trailer.  Ed Bostock and Dragan Vasic offered to provide the 

equipment ... thanks!

Secretary’s Minutes.

The minutes were unavailable because Secretary Ray Herbert was unable to attend the rally.

Wagonmaster Discussion.

Lyle Davidson has done a wonderful job as Wagonmaster over the last 7½ years, and would like to step down.  Wagonmaster is an appointed 

position ... we need someone to step up and take over.  Donna Geib indicated she might consider taking it on, but cannot do so for 2016.  She 

will perhaps be willing to do so for 2017.  It was suggested that for 2016, the organizers of each rally become the Wagonmaster for that 

event.

For our info, Lyle reported that he had a ‘tussle’ with the Cochrane operators over the rally in May ... they were quite ‘cranky’ about our 

reserving 10 spots, increasing that to 12, and then reducing it to 8 in the end.

Don Mackay suggested that the News Drifts could include an explanation/description of the duties of Wagonmaster.  

Don also suggested that members should be reminded of the necessity to inform the Wagonmaster/rally organizers of their attendance 

intentions ... the Wagonmaster needs to know who is not coming just as much as who is planning on coming.  Lack of response to the sign-up 

sheets is an issue.

Ron suggested rally organizers look after each rally.  Lyle agreed to carry on partially only as Wagonmaster for 2016.  Dragan Vasic offered 

to help Lyle out.



Lyle has booked Nanton for next year already, as everyone in attendance there this year said it was a great spot.  Everyone in attendance at 

this Claresholm rally agreed it too was a great spot, and Lyle will book it for next year again before we leave.

Don brought up the fact that we don’t have an IT presence of any kind, and we should look into some form of ability to allow the members to 

quickly check yes or no re their attendance at rallies ... if we made it easier to give us a response, we might have better luck.  Ron will ask 

his IT people for some advice.

Sheriff Discussion.

Ron indicated that it has been brought up that we re-instate the Sheriff, and asked how everyone felt about it.  Discussion as to whether it 

was ‘politically correct’ and was that a problem?  Diane Green explained what it was like when she did it for a couple of years ... does take a 

lot of thought, time and effort.  It was agreed in general that it was fun to have a sheriff.  Murray Walters had indicated interest at the 

Nanton rally.  Ron will contact him and see if he will take it on for 2016.

Executive Elections.

Ray is unable to fulfill his duties of Secretary for the time being, and Anne Pick volunteered to step in until then.

The positions of President and Treasurer were up for election.  There were no nominations received from the membership prior to the AGM, 

and no nominations from the floor.

Ron Kellam agreed to serve a second term as President.  Motion by Lorna Steeves, seconded by Brenda Mackay to elect Ron.  All in favour.

Anne Davidson agreed to serve a second terms as Treasurer.  Motion by Val Vasic, seconded by Don Mackay.  All in favour.

Next Year’s Rallies.

Ron suggested that an annual ‘longer road trip’ rally be offered.  Was there general interest in the proposal.  All in favour.

After much discussion, it was decided that we will not book rallies on long weekends because of the difficulty of doing so.  Members that 

are able can then create their own ‘long weekends’ by adding a day before and/or after the booked time.

Cochrane remains a good option for the May rally because of the possibility of less than ideal weather ... it is full service and has a good 
th thbuilding and cooking facilities.  We will book sites for Friday May 27  and Saturday May 28 . 

th thPine Coulee was proposed for Friday July 15  and Saturday July 16 .  All agreed.  Anne Davidson to book and pay the deposit.

th thNanton is booked for Friday August 5  and Saturday August 6 .  

th thClaresholm is booked for Friday August 26  and Saturday August 27  for the annual AGM, and hopefully the kite flying event.

th stGobblefest is planned for Friday September 30  and Saturday October 1 .  It will be at Cochrane as the same holds true as for the May 

rally.

For the June rally, Stephen proposed a ‘rolling rally’ option. Those attending expressed interest.  He will look into organizing one for 
th thsometime between the 10  and 26  of June.

New Business.

• RV Show Booth ... are we going to do it again this year?

 After explanation/discussion, it was decided to skip a year and 

 perhaps do it again in 2017.  It takes a lot of time and effort.  

 FMCA will perhaps be more inclined to help again every other 

 year, than every year, as the expense is significant.

• Shirts/Jackets ... Lane looked into some options and brought 

 some samples.  The shirts would be about $30 each, and the 

 jackets $65.  Let Lane know if you are interested in either or 

 both of these.

Adjournment.

11:25 am.  Motion by Lyle Davidson, seconded by Lorna Steeves.  All in 

favour.



September 24 - 27 Annual Gobblefest, Bow RiversEdge, Cochrane
 •   Fall Business Meeting
 •   12 campsites booked
 •   full hook-ups, 30 amp, shelterCance

lled

May 27 - 28 Bow RiversEdge, Cochrane
 •   Spring Business Meeting
 •   full hook-ups, 30 amp, shelter

June Exploring the idea of an ‘Alberta Rolling Rally’
 •   sometime between the 10th and 25th
 •   mid-week to mid-week
 •   sign-up for all or part
 •   meals – bring your own, and eat together

July 15 - 16 Pine Coulee Park, MD Willow Creek
 •   dry camping, shelter with wood stove, firepit
 •   lots of room for everyone

August 5 - 6 Nanton Campground
 •   campsites along the creek
 •   dry camping, shelter available

August 26 - 27 Centennial Campground, Claresholm
 •   water, 30 amp, shelter, dump, washrooms, showers
 •   Annual General Meeting
 •   Election of Vice President, Secretary and
      Alternate National Director for 2017/18

September 30 Bow RiversEdge, Cochrane
October 1 •   full hook-ups, 30 amp, shelter
 •   Fall Business Meeting

Subject to change / adjustment / update / etc


